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Representative Geraldine A. Ferraro  
65-31 Grand Avenue  
Maspeth, Queens, New York  

Dear Representative Ferraro:

In the Presidential contest, the Mondale-Ferraro ticket could very easily expose Ronald Reagan with his own rhetoric. The enclosed book documents enough Reagan exaggerations, distortions of fact and outright fabrications to astonish anyone. It also very neatly provides the true facts about each of his mis-statements.

If the following idea has not been examined already, we hope that you or someone on your campaign staff will give it some serious consideration. A judicious selection of Reagan's mis-statements followed by the truth could be used effectively through television, radio or print media to expose his profound deficiencies. One may even consider the dramatic possibility of an actor with a Reagan-like voice reading the statements on radio or television followed by a convincing male or female voice presenting the truth. Beginning on page 34 of the book, we have highlighted those items which we believe may be the most useful.

Good luck in your campaign.

Sincerely,

*or a child's voice*